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Wooster, Ohio, Friday, October 20, 1972

Number 6

Representatives
Debate 'Campaign Issues 72'
C3e(E9ve37i, Mcrcn

it

4;

By Bill Henley

es of the "Campaign Issues
72" debate held Wednesday morning in McGaw.
Economic Issues
ated much of the debate and
period
the question-answ- er

'

President Nixon is "an
Ideological
conservative
but an operational liberal",
according to. bis advocates
Earl Kerr and Greg Bud-

i

si

72" debate.

Feminism Pcncl Discussion

Wh at s
The biggest stumbling
block is tiie women themselves, .. but the process of
working out solutions must
affect everyone, said Ellen
Idler, a Junior, present at
the second discussion panel-othe Freshman Colloquium Series last Monday.
The subject was Feminism

1

roles.

f

panel,

nine-mem-ber

But
condemnation by
militant feminists of these
assigned sex roles has

.

-

is a matter of per- -

conform are repressive for
both men and women, which

corresponded

.

cussion.
Another major theme of
the discussion was brought
up by Mary Hodges whose
husband is Chairman of the
History Department. She
declared that many women
feel the need to exercise
their own individuality
in-conti-

Association

(AM A).
A spokesman for The

his Finance Committee accepted thel $16,000, even
though it was offered.
"I reiterate," he said in an
interview with the Daily '
Record, "that the Regula for
Congress Committee is not
accepting any contribution in

excess of $1,000 from any individual or organization other
than the Republican Party."
The Voice unsuccessfully
attempted to contact Regula

Press

said that its Washington
bureau obtained this "fact"
from a report released by

nued

Headquarters once for verification of facts.

Raloh Nodr, State Sen.

on page four

.

water-clogg-

-

.1
-

area in

which

problems have
-

J

occurred is water leakage.
This is quite a complex
problem. The first part
concerns the sloping decks
on the towers. The slopes
have shifted, leaving small
openings where water has
come in. These .will be
patched. The second part
is that due to settling
around the building, the
ed

i!-

-

;'

1
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drains have

forced water to come in
through the walls.
There are the three ma
Jor technical problems
concerning McGaw Chapel,
and their possible solutions. According to Pal-

tically treated and a defec-

technical

Ellen

Idler's call for "human
liberation" later in the dis-

tive speaker has been replaced. The treatment
should help cut down the
reverberation . time - and
solve the other problems
mentioned.
?The third

to

.

Voice headed "Financial
Discrepancy Revealed In
Regula Campaign Donation,"
contained an innaccurate
- statement attributed to the
October 5 Cleveland Press.
The Press reported that
Regula had received $5,000
from the American Medical

eing Remedied

sonal opinion; what sounds
right to one person may
not sound right to another
person. So, the architect
was instructed simply to
provide good reverberation. 'The problems with
the reverberation are that ;
the speaking voice does not
carry, and that the person
on stage cannot hear. To
solve these problems, the
walls are being acous-

not a

failure, there are simply

.baiidri

t

"the' lowest levels
the
television commercials
to the highest levels in the
Church" do hot permit w-o-

Gle8aw Faults
some technical difficulties.
That was the essence of an
Interview with Arthur Palmer, director of General
Services.
Technical difficulties
occurred in basically three
areas. The first is the
lighting. In the beginning,
the theory was that the
light was not thrown out
far enough. Since the architect did not want holes
in the ceiling, the lights
are now being attached to
the catwalks in an effort
to. remedy the situation.
The second area of difficulty is that of Bound,
specifically reverberation.
The right amount of revexV

:

making better use of women's talents. But the social pressures found from

women.

is

.

life-sty- les

Their goals, he explained.

McGaw Chapel

"

lems of the society. The
materialistic orientation of
the society, he stated,
causes problems objected
to by the feminists.
Thalia Peterson of the.
Art Department declared,,
though, that by providing
to '
alternative
both single and married
women, society could solve
some of its problems py

The statements
ment.
made by individual panel
members were followed by
questions and comments
from the audience.
James Turner of the History Department began the
program by criticizing the
feminist movement of today
and earlier women's
groups interested in a bet-

ter status for

-

other, more serious prob-

which included four professors, the wife of a faculty
member, - and three students, was led by moderator Barbara Buchanan of
the Psychology Depart-

rm

ng

to certain privileges instead of concentrating on
changing the society that
has wrongfully placed both
men and women in specific

V trvrfoA arm o xanmtn f n fii a
and -- the discussion drewatificatlon of their positions
larger audience of students in "society.' according to
.and faculty members than John Gates, also of the Hiswas present for the pretory Department. He felt,
vious panel discussion on furthermore, the feminist
racism.
movement does not touch

The

tax-refo-

give women better access

'

Ruskin

followed.

--

have been limited to political reforms that would

By Eleanor DeWitt

But Nixon's per-

man 's Bo e?

A

1

original proposals and that
his most recent proposals
were only a more generous
version of Nixon's own
Family Assistance Plan.
Peace is being attained

claimed that welfare rolls,
by Nixon without sacrificof
unemployed,
the
number
ing
the South Vietnamese,
formance has failed to
and pricNixon's supporters said.
match his 1968 campaign Federal spending
es all went up drastically
They pointed to the reducpromises, according to under
pointed
and
Nixon,
to
tion of American troops in
McGovern representative
Vietnam from 543,000 to
Ron
Ruskin of C.O.W. McGovern's plans to help
jobs and
27,000, and to the drop in
These were the main them- - create peacetime
to limit price increases.
American casualties from
The Nixon represent300 per week to near zero.
But McGovern's advocate
atives replied that Nixon
had inherited vast economasserted that the issue was
;
ic problems from the Johnnot the number of AmeriI
son Administration. They
cans finally withdrawn, but
pointed out the price
the price in lives and monNixon's
ey paid for Nixon's slow
freeze,
men to move outside derevenue-shariand
1969
of
act
his
He claimed
withdrawal.
fined boundaries.
posiproposals
as
war
actually
that
has
the
Elaine Vaurioa junior
achievements, and
been expanded and intensiPolitical Science major, tive
claimed mat the Gross Nafied. No' prisoners have
agreed that society often tional
increased
become prisoners due to
exerts pressures and dis- over 7 Product
under Nixon while
Nixon's air war.
criminates against women the inflation
rate was halvScoring the Nixon Adin areas such as job opBut
Ruskin
asked why
ed.
ministration's alleged unportunities, but that indiconcern for minorities and
vidual families can often Nixon took so long to inithe poor, Ruskin said that
show a more fair view. tiate price controls, and
Vaurio and : Ellen Idler, cited alleged inequities and the number of Americans
f avors to . big business"
below the poverty line instressed the need for interV action between men and
control
in the price-wa- ge
creased under Nixon after
decreasing steadily under
women, although Idler felt system.
Kerr attacked McGothe Kennedy and Johnson
solutions must begin on the
administrations. He criti- individual level followed by vern's welfare-refor- m
.,
econsaying
plans,
that
mem-discussion between
continoed on page eight
omists "rolled on the
bers of the same sex.
The third student on the
n Correction c
- panel, David Dunlop, emphasized that sex stereotypes and the pressures to
Ralph Regula has denied that
An article in last week's
dington.

Earl Kerr ( I to r.). Grog Buddington, Bradlee Koran and Ron
Ruskin moot in Lowry Cantor Pit after "Campaign Issues '

that

.

floor" upon hearing his

mer, McGaw has accom- what ; . it was
plished

designed to be, ah
pose building

all-pji- r-,

r

. .

'.

.

Workmen repairing McGaw Chapel to stop leak in northwest
of building. (Photo by Rick Leggc)
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Neglects His Own Guidelines
last
nritrreA
Dear Sir:
I write concerning the letter entitled
"Sections Neglect CC Guidelines", which
appeared in last week's issue of VolceThe
primary author of that letter, Colvin M
Bear, is one of this campus more vocal .
due to a recent action on his part, his
k,
and sections In genopinion on
eral, needs to be qualified.
two weeks ago, Colvin, in an impolite and unsubtle fashion, "asked" a student not to park in the driveway of Kate
House. Colvin, being a member of that
"special-interes- t"
small housing unit, did
not wish to have "outsiders" using the
driveway. The student, who had parked
his car long enough to pick up his girlfriend In the next house, was offended..
He was in the process . of moving his
car when Colvin confronted him.
Colvin s arrogance Is related to an
hell-wee-

Aurimz

--

year's

in-cide-

or complete?

"

W

Otherwise

Perverse

"

.

Commendable

Despicable
Execrable
Egregious

ve

f

--

White community.

The very day of Marc's
dilemma, Cassandra opened a door in Lowry only to
have a crowd of men begin
barging through before her.
Cassandra turned around
and shoved the door In the

rest of their faces. When
one said, "I don't understand," she

--

retorted,-Yo-

u

don't have tol" Now that
is participatory democ-

racy!
I don't know what Marc
would have done, perhaps
nothing. And then later in
the day, he would have come
to supper remarking, "You
know, something should be
done."
Marc said he didn't do
anything because he' is
. "generally a reserved per-

ary

nal

.

son." Aren't wealU White

no-o-

Canvassers Poll Prejudiced

by Chuc

--

blue-coll-

,

.

the campus poll
30), drastically
by an

people are not used to
speaking out spontaneous -ly. We have been taught
not to show it when we are
upset. So the anger turns
inward and no one is the,

better for it.
A large part of responsibility is response. Reflection is necessary, but as a
friend said, "too many peo- -,
pie think too much."
MethOTs are a problem.
Middle class manners preclude most anything mat
could be construed as mak1

would be changed quite
honest reporting (Do I recall a quote of
Disraeli's on your masthead concerning
the undecided percentlies?). Whatever
"

age may be, it is time the facile falsifiers of the McGovern campaign were
exposed. In the interest of truth, I strongly urge you to print a corrected poll
showing Nixon, McGovern, and undecided

"

.

ing

t

Rite

h i te as

"You know' Marc said
to me the other day,
"something, should be
done."
He was referring to
Black students who had cut
in line in front of him at
lunch.
"No," I replied, "noth- ing should be done, some- - .
thing should have been; at
the time, In context."
I asked him why neither
he, nor anyone else in line'
had acted.
"Well, they would, have ,
made something out of it
because rmWbite."
I mink Marc's "concern" and the pattern of
his behavior reflect an attitude mat is crippling the

al,

i.,,'cMlall;Wi151terT,'

.

En-via- ble

2

10

nal

percentages .separately. I am,
,Yours sincerely, ,
,m

0--

69

side-effe-

since the article "Students Canvass Community" In tie issue of October the thirteenth is unsigned. I wish to call attention to a paragraph of that article:
"The McGovern total includes students leaning or "favorable" to McGovern and undecided students. The Nixon
total includes those leaning to or supporting Nixon."
The underlined statement is a bold
peditica stroke, xsf the v fir,st water . J?h
the undecided segment approaches the undecided percentage of Wayne County (by

Peripatetic

'"
... .
..
-,
reof
number
total
the
tabulate
To evaluate yoar opinions,
'
sponses.

4--6

inter-

the article's" poll,

PoUltW.

.

'

2-- 4

on

you I must address myself

'

SCORING

-

ay

is to

M

--

their-respecti-

It

Ayes
Blows

joke.

-

nts,

Saw

"

no-o-

inter-natio-

-

See iL.
Bed eyes

Since you knows your blows, i Shoddy
.how's your footwork? I;

pairofpathetic

term, one referring to all of the pooples
in one solar system, papal. We cannot
neglect the possibility of happenings ofour-stellar
importance. We may find
selves having to speak of more than onent
papal. We may someday hear a govern-mestatement like this, "Due to the happening In lower California lastnight,three
probably be unable to recognize falling
and
stars were sighted
them even if they hit him in the face.
upset. We
very
were
papals
One of the most important considerbe expecting extensive shooting
ations considered by Wooster students In may
surviving suns, moons, and up In
stars,
concerned with the problem of the person, the near
Because of occurrand of existence. Some say that mere ences suchfuture."
all of the papals
one,
as
this
is a great probability that there is life on of the galaxy may want to unite for crimother planets, in other solar systems, and inal purposes. And to judiciously speak
even in other galaxies. How embarasslng
of such a unison, we will need a new term,
such beit would be if we were to meet
- (Get the theological signifiings without knowing how to classify them. prerson.
cance?) And we could immagine a govWe should concern ourselves with such
statement like this, "The prear-so- n
important matters so that we do not catch ernment
of the andromeda galaxy have decided
ourselves with our pants down should the to stop
importing chocolate because they
situation arise.
.rots their teeth."
believe the milk-wWe all know that more than one perwould result
statement
a
such
course,
Of
son is persons, but is also people. A peoprearson-to-prearstalk. To
a
from
ple men is a particular group of persons, Improve
a
relationships,
usually those of some particular land. We new term will be needed, one to refer to
may occasionally speak of the relaprearsons of any group of galaxies,
tions between more than one people, i.e. the
the relationship between peoples. If we preople.
Due to universal drive (the tendency
need two plurals as stated above, for perto conglomerate, which is a
sons and people, it would follow from that of colleges
intelligentsia striving to
ct
of
that it may be nice to have another plural find through the ar
Jobs like engimeaning the same thing as the super-plurwe will eventJoint)
neering, the universal
peoples. Peoples is a particular group ually
with
the preoples
conflict
come
into
of a particular group of persons. We
groups.
To
refer to the
galactic
of
other
might call this a poople. There will be participants in such cosmic conflicts we
more than one people on a planet, so the will need yet a new term to define all, in
peoples of one planet should constitute a .the universe, proople; Having classified
poople. This would be bandy diplomatall of the existing intelligence so far, we
ically speaking in relation to Mars. One
not want those of other dimensions
would
could say, "The poople of earth and the
left out. And therefore we define
feel
to
poople of Mars, having recently obliternew term, a Kraple, which
one
last
ated..." We may find ourselves having
equivalent,
to all the prooples of all diis
to concern ourselves with
phis
God. ; Of course there
mensions,
affairs even before we have worked-o- ut
out there who might
beings
may
some
be
affairs. This
all of our
new
terms we have inof
the
all
not
like
would concern affairs between peoples.
but
that's too bad for
them,
for
vented
For dealing with situations dealing with all
you ever known an
have
when
Since
them.
of the pooples of one solar system, in orwrong?
to
be
American
will
der to be diplomatic so that ne
EricHurshand Andy Rogers
feel left out, we need of course another
inter-planet-

Supine;
.

V:'..--

- Loaning.

So,L-

Choose one of the following

In the Voice of

inter-prerso-

-

Undersided

Right on

priorities?

else is bugging you?

rroo pies of the World Unite!
Friday, October 13, '
1972 in the article "Woo ster Really Jump-I-n
In
Again" it was implied that ne
Woo ster cares about anything anymore.
Perhaps mis insinuation was made merely
unbecause the author of that article was
aware of what the truly Important consid-wou- ld

-'

Besides your bad eyes, what
'

.

'-

--

inclination Is not partial

-

Havt-no- ti

-'

-

If so, do y ouVsee why your';1
--

;--

Ptty bourgeoisie

fool so inclined? ' l:

Do vo

,

authority
certain persons assuming more
consequences'
The
than is actually theirs.
are intimidation and bad feelings. not wish
In writing this letter, I do
to defend or to condemn section or small
housing unit activities. However, I do
wish to question the attitudes of the parthe above
ticular persons Involved in question
each
before they In turn
other.
Sincerely,
Robin Nicklas, (Junior independent)

you not?"v .

.Where aro your

hell-wee- k.
A "larger" member of Fifth
,
who were
Section "asked"- - students-.standing on a sidewalk,- i"What . business
is this of yours7" He wasinreferring,
the mid- of course, to the festivities
grassy
open
die of .the 'section quad, an S
,.'
area.
Both of these incidents are due to

Hav

You hove been acquainted,
: with the problem at hand,
'

a

scene.

Cul

are now Influx
rural forms,
v

"ahbwing-fqr-

little ttiore

freedom of ees'sidlBut

we whites are too often dis
couraged by our own convictions. So, instead we
slip into a liquid, liberalism, where anything goes

splashing our goose v
pimpled bodies with the
nf dpfanse mechan
isms - eyes to the ground,
ears closed; I didn't see
that I didn't feel that. Ig
nore, TgnoreTignorel
It is better to let it out.
"You have a mouth, don't
you," I told Marc. It was
also suggested that he run
up ahead of them and grab
a tray and silverware
fore they could.
"But two wrongs don't
make a right, Chucl"

vtra

Okay.

"What about all those
other kids I would have cut
front of? That wouldn't
' in
be fair to them?"
Agreed. But in the first
place it is their problem,
too. Why didn't they do
something? There is one
thing stronger than White
White fear. Indeed
guilt
one could rationalize the
situation and say Blacks
have been pushed to the
back of lines for years, so
this is a sm all reparation;
but what kind of pride is
build on tokens? For example, it is little more than

reverse racism when pro-

on
cessors assign grades
the basis of creed. '
Would it make Marc less

angry If Whites had cut in
as they do?
line
The controversy is, of
course, a minor one, but
nonetheless important for
me nuances mat u xcyic
amnra ThrgrnnMimi.
Rage" ines
.

with-"Whit-

e

cluded in their titles.
There should be.
We are tooused to letting
a system put things "right
too ready to disguise our
own feelings
"smiling
faces, sometimes . . ."

too comfortable in playing

games.

-

Someday

soon

"our" system will be gone.
We will still be here only
if the notion of White as
Rite becomes - White as

Teal!

-

guys who eat more than
the women do. All the student is asked to do is show
some evidence that he has
paid for the food, and take
his tray back to the belt or

of the larger complex callCenter Food Ser-vi- ce,
on
There is a place this ed Lowry
or Board Job, most
campus which very few
people know about. Or if vof whose participants can
they do know about it, they also attest to the spoiled
act as if they don't. We brats thesis.Students (more - likely
who frequent this place afBy Randy Powers

-

This is where The Pit, MARTHA: Truth and illusion, George; you don't know
the difference.
GEORGE t No, but we must carry on as though we did.
Albee, Virginia Woolf

fectionately call it The Pit. their parents) pay $180 per
And it is from this vantage quarter for a maximum of
point that we in The Pit v about 220 meals, which, if
a student actualBee, day after day, that, you figure
as Dave Berkey pointed out ly eats 180 meals (to keep
figures round), comes
last year, the students at the
Wooster are a bunch of out to about a dollar per
meal. That s for purchasspoiled brats.- - ing,
preparing, serving,
talking
am,
The Pit I
about, not to be confused and cleaning up. It ain't
with the Pit of "Pit Stop" home cooking, and if s a
fame, is, for those who eat little greasy, and Boston
did find a worm
in Lowry Center, the re- ' apparently
salacT
-his
in
last spring.
ceiving end of from two
one
But
that s pretdollar,
filthy
thousand
dirty
three
trays per. day. It is part ty good, especially for

and the insight on the spoiled brats, comes in. When
you're standing outside at
ten of nine or whenever,
trying to get your tray on
the belt, the belt's moving
pretty slow, but for the five
people in the Pit who wade
through all that stuff and
sort it out, it's going pretty
fast. Once the student puts
that tray on the belt, or on
top of another tray, it's Just
like flushing a toilet, out of
sight, out of mind. By the
time the first person in The
Pit sees what a mess that
tray is and yells out "j
you," the culprit's gone.
he deWhich is too bad

-

--.-

--

-

.

.

-

COW's Best Friend
by Jim Breiner

It all came to me in a
flash.
As I walked the path from
the Library to class rapt
In bought, I was unprepared for what awaited me
behind the heavy wooden
door of Kauke.

serves that obscenity.

r
V

V

away $3600 worth of food,
and trash a year to get
their money's worth out of
Wooster. Take steak night,
when everybody goes hog
wild and takes twice what

ViS

'

jo rn
ner

they usually take. It's true,
but only about half of it gets,
eaten. Trays come in that
are just piles of everything.
Sometimes in The Pit we
just stop die' belt and admire some of the trays.
"Hey, Rog, look at this,
man; sixteen napkins, eight
butter pats, forty toothpicks, three plates, eight
- glasses,
six dishes, and
five cigarette butts.' ' A

i

u

fttL

new record.
The thing is, most of this
stuff's unused, and the
dishes (the extra ones
come from sneaking seconds or from sneaking

Beast at rast.
One can only guess what
this will mean to future

of Wooster
generations
parasites
The
students.
to friends) usually
Hvr enKHfnr Arxrn are which afflict these beasts some something
on them,
have
not an occasion of undue may seek greener pas- untouched
completely
from
But
or traumatic fear.
tures, and students and facto cigarette butts
dogs can smell an old ulty alike will have to turn portions
we
ourselves on.
burn
that
Plain Dealer carrier from
collars And steak night's
to wearing
Just the
of
several
a distance
in order to relieve their .worst of it. We could
feed
blocks.
discomfort.
on
night
a
just
people
300
They sense ou r treThe members of the footGood
away.
thrown
what's
us
with
taunt
and
pidation
ball team will have to tread
you peothat hideous, ominous grin. carefully on the practice luck to some of take
care
who
have
to
ple
They bark for the sheer field and add noseplugs to
of yourselves when you get
pleasure or seeing us leap their repertoire of necesout of here.
Yes, sary protective gear.
out of our shoes.
they know us.
The service crew will be
They vex and embarrass required to spend Saturus, sniffing our treasured days and evenings engaged
parts while we quiver and in the redistribution of ferThe Little Theatre of the
wonder if sniffing is preCOW presents The Hostage
tilizer.
paratory to eating.
The great number of dogs by Brendan Ben an Oct. 25-You have seen them, too, on campus and in the
in Scott Auditorium.
no doubt. Their numbers classrooms will necessiplay centers around
The
And if tate the formation of a deare increasing.
a
soldier who is beBritish
one can judge from the freby the IRA
partment
Caninities.
the
hostage
in
ing
held
quency with which he obwill have in an Irish bar. The solserves them engaged in to be distributed in Lowry dier romances a barmaid,
amorous activity, their and Klttredge.
and, with her help, tries,
numbers will continue to
unsuccessfully, to escape.
Where will it all end?
grow.
Perhaps our only hope is
This play is humorous,
to preach continence and yet through the witty lines
the principles of Platonic comes some very profound
love to these beasts. Onsocial commentary. At
if
ly by substantially reductimes the play is meloing their numbers through dramatic, and at times it
peaceful means will we be is musical. The Hostage
free from the fear of a bark combines many forms of
the door in the middle of drama resulting in a highthe night. But we must ly theatrical and entertain- r
act now to save the camare on sale now
pus from the proverbial
Lowry
(and
Center front
at
of
inundation
canines
S:
felines).
desk. All opening night
, Will the real humanists tickets are half price, v All
other tickets are $1.50.
stand upF,: 7
viaw).
Beast (sida
mail-carri- er,

or a

door- -

--

90-d- ay

Hostage Held
28

Dog-yumm- ies

"

j

'e-r--

X

--

'

The first thingjshichstrikes you about going to see
Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf? is that you are finally
getting to see tne dirty movie you were banned from seeing when it first came out back in 1966. And it is worth
the passing comment to know that the movie "Branded "X"
long before the MPAA rating system came into being now
requires only an "R" warning. Whether or not this is
indicative of . a maturing rating system or of a degenerating audience (or vice versa) would take, us off course
into another discussion entirely.
If you were one of the lucky sardines who crowded
into Mateer last Saturday night for The Passion according to Edward Albee but expected to see a marital comedy with blud ov ertone s ,Bu rto n playing Pa Masochlst to
Taylor's Ma Sade (as one critic has put it) must have
come as quite a shock. The viewer was in for a night
a game of mixed couples with
of
and one
bludgeons. The contestants are one middle-ag- ed
new faculty couple in a New England small college town
who spend a Walpurgis Night drinking, divulging, and
turning on each other and then on themselves.George &
amount
Martha & Nick & Honey slosh down a super-hum- an
of booze, blurt out tamily secrets, swap partners, ana
wounds.
claw the flesh away from old,
Finally, their violence spent and the living room arena
splattered with the bloodied shrapnel of their secrets,
the participants go their ways,, (possibly) exorcised of
the illusions which possessed them.
Writer Andrew Sarris has called this a "brilliant
play about Living and a bad play about Life' The remark is more than cuteit strikes me as true. To mask
the hurts accumulated by the simple act of living, different people apply varying amounts of protective paint. Albee is asking what would happen If this coating is removed
entirely (the possibility is questionable). The human mechanism responds to cues of habit and motion developed
under Joy and pain. What happens to the mechanism if
the cues are reversed and the motions crippled?
Where Albee goes bad is in trying to project his- - fanto pull everytasies as marital realities. In his attempt
already
(having
game
another
Albee
devises
thing together
played Humiliate the Host, Hump the Hostess and Get the
Guests). After thumbing his nose to Living he tries to
save Life when George (Burton), in a hopeless hope that
informs
there might still be a chance of reconciliation,
Now it
son
dead...
is
imaginary
Martha (Taylor) that their
of the
notion
the
that
outset
me
the
from
to
seemed
had
whose
people
a
fantasy child was too elaborate conceit for
in the nlghf
"total existence is rendered by a scream
(Sarris). The primary objection of mis kind of a climax is
audience into
that it can be vulgarized by the middlebrowMartha
behave
and
George
Why
do
conventional pieties.
any
kids.
have
couldn't
They
Simple.
you
way,
ask?
this
made inevitable
Next question. This kind of theorizing,
framework
by the final act, undermines the multi-facet- ed
constructed.
meticulously
so
been
had
that
Aside from this inherent defect in the play.
effort.
Virginia Woolf on film emerges as a handsome
disdpllned
of
marvel
a
performance
is
Burton's
Richard
compassion: a man no longer young who hates himself but
still grasps spasmodically for whatever tenderness he
can get. Without him the film would have been an intolerably cold experience. His wife fares less fortunately.
Though her last scenes of lament for the lost child are
if it were a
exquisite, Miss Taylor treats her role as
of
appearances
She
the
all
person.
has
joke instead of a
long
During
dumpy
fun.
and
for
playing
fat
lady
the thin
Segal
scenes her Martha lapses Into monotony. George Sandy
a
wife,
of
amoeba
sickly
as
his
is adequate, and
manage to
Dennis acts too much with her teeth. She does
of her.
asked
more
is
throw up quite well and little
film
his
praised
for
be
should
Nichols
Mike
Director
debut and 'damned for moving the action out of the house.
roadhouse cafe, and
His stagiest scene is the one in theheavily
alcoholic hell
the
dissipates
roaming
this needless
to the
confined
are
one gets only so long as the contestants
screeching
a
employing
by
nothing
gains
house. His film
pyrotechstation wagon. In fairness, sometimes his visual
compassiononly
overhead,
nics are effective, such as the
ate shot in the entire movie which punctuates George s
quiet pronouncement, "The party stover
Blow-U- p
SHORT SUBJECTS: The exquisitely ambiguous
quarter.
of
the
film
plays tonight, and is the most artistic
Watch for a comedy called The Ruling Class in which
being the Trinity
Peter O'Toole changes his mind about
RlpperM.The
Music.
and decides instead to be Jack the
tomorrow
perform
x
trombones
seventy-siMan and his
'
n
'r'sisjijs.sY'jj'.-:-.'
truth-ahd-conseque-

The amount of waste that
gets left behind is absolutely incredible. It's like
everyone's trying to throw

I swung it open carelessly.

and what did I see but: a
ghastly beast with glittering fangs (that - was the
flash) glaring at me hungrily from the other side
of the portal. Acting with
unusual prudence,. I released the handle ,and,while
the pneumatic device on the
door strained Interminable
seconds to keeD me safely
on the outside and the beast
hungry) a on a the. in- (still
.
side, l tr em Diea uncontrollably.
Yes, I thought, Wooster
dogs.
is going to theyou
wno nave
most oi
naDer-no- v.
a

by Bob Hetherington

rack.

nces.

.

still-fester-

.iV.' ':.y

ing
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Innovations
Boycott: J.'A; Step ; Fornair
:

year's Homecoming
In one of these cases, an
i nf u r I at ed parent had

s

--

--

"

attended last year s Home-

threatened to withdraw her
daughter from the College,
but Arn noted that no such
action was ever taken.
He also mentioned that an
alumnus, who was disgruntled by the halftime
protest, had met him under the stadium during the
game and stated that he

coming, and since most of
these came from Ohio and
nearby states, the vast majority of the alumni were
unfamiliar with the details
of the incident, Arn point.
ed out.
With regard to this year's
Homecoming activities
scheduled for the last
weekend In October, Arn
noted that the schedule was
not significantly different
from those of previous

would not. continue donating funds to the College.

this." He added, "The vast
majority of our alumni back
up the faculty and students." "

However, Arn received a
letter from this alumnus
several weeks later in

l

students lino the fiold ot halftimo of 1971 Homecoming

otic treatments and forms
surgery in medical
practice today require an
unprecedented quantity of
of

coming to the College
of Wooster campus for the
annual fall blood drive. For
those of you not familiar
with our program, the Red

is

Cross unit visits the College twice a year .Fall and
Spring, to collect primarily from students.

These drives have been increasingly successful over
the past few years, especially since the legal age to
give blood without parental

blood.

.

This demand has
resulted in some of there-ce- nt
scandels in major ci-- 1
1 e s
where donors have
been paid for their blood
and asked no questions. The
result has been a disturb-

ing amount of blood con--'

fltr

y-

f

Boycott
at 1971 Homecoming footbafl gam sat with their
backs to tho field.

Legal prEjiEimg fige -No Chasige So Far

years.

It looks as if a change In
the Ohio drinking age will
be a long time coming.
According to State Representative John E. Johnson, the controversial bill
by the State Senate
passed
football gomo.
this year rests in a House
committee and will probably not be considered on
the floor until the 110th Ohio
General Assembly con- ' venes next year. The bill.'
that this year more stufeel-that If passed by the House and
dents than ever will
an
signed by Governor
price
small
a
this is
adjournment
by
the
for so valuable a service.
the 109th General AsIt Isn't" often that you are of
sembly next month, would
given so easy an opportunchanged the age of
have
a
save
help
literally
to
ity
majority
in Ohio from 21
life.
to 18,maklngl8to
eligible to buy alcoholas of January
beverages
ic
Please Give!
1,1973.
e.
BloodmobileCom-mltteThe
. The Assembly is now in
recess until after Election

Red Cross Returns To COW
Yes, if s that time of the
year again: die Red Cross

I 7

1

L

Woostor

sr.- -

-

--

last
game.

i -

-.v.

Lu-Wlm-

some reflection,
that the protest
may have been a good thing
for the College. He also
decided to continue his donations.
Since only about 1,000 of
Wdoster' s 16,000 alumni

mediate and hostile
tion from those attending

--me-

nt

after
allowed

--

dents at Homecoming "a
step forward."
Pointing to the creation of
the Human Relations Commission and to the appoint
as
of Mr.
an instructor in the Physical Education department,
he emphasized the positive
effects which the protest
had.
Arn was asked, to characterize the alumni reaction to last year's incident: "Overwhelming? No.
One way or the other? No.
No one wrote to me about

r

which the Wooster grad,

He did, however, cite two
Alumni Director, Ed Arn,
incidents
of
in: which be Perlast
called the effects
sonally encountered imyear s protest by black stureac-

Day, but will reconvene for
three to four weeks and may
consider the bill before adjournment. Before consideration on the floor, however, it must go through
the committee and the process of amendment, so no
final decision is expected

this year.
The majority bill affects
a total of over 300 sections

"

of the Ohio Code, covering

Gil-lig-

20-year--

MORE ON

:

many "areas suchras.em- -:
ployment, but the most controversial Issue is the
drinking age. According to
Johnson, the chances that
it will pass the House in Its
present form are slim. -

olds

"The response from my
constituents has been overwhelmingly against lowering the drinking age," he
says.

talning hepatitis Infection
and a host of other diseases
By contrast,
and drugs.
was lowthe Red Cross unit carepermission
lated and stem from a very
ered from 21 to 18, and the fully screens donors to enmovement was raised when
sure that the blood will continued from pago ono
percentage of college stubasic problem that pera
member
Hodges,
James
be good and that the pro-our entire culture.
"living
vades
discusdents donating has risen
which
constantly
panel
of
of
the
stead
cess of donation will be
The moderator was forcto triple the national avthrough their husbands and sed racism, compared the
of no harm to the donor. children." But the efforts
erage.
fairly relaxed attitude of ed to end the discussion, although many students still
of many women to succeed the audience Monday to the
rachad
comments to make.
during
die
activities
the
and
felt
reform
tension
in
Consequently, you need onYet this is still
beBut. as David Dunlop had
with
week
a
Involved
discussion
become
they
ism
under 10. Any of you ly spend about an hour of
are often dampened by the fore. Although no answer said earlier, "The purpose
your time and suffer a
who feel that our sophisof this panel cannot be anywas agreed upon, several
men who control them.
ticated medical care has nearly painless needle-pri- ck
comthing
but to stimulate perProfesOsgood,
the
that
people
stated
Richard
in order to help save
resulted in a decrease in "
wosonal
ideas and
added
and
that
Geology,
Blacks
of
plaints
of
sor
the demand for blood are a life and prevent problems
wovery
closely
and
re
men
both
although
men
are
sadly mistaken. The ex
like hepatitis. We hope men should have opportunities to work in areas which
Wilkinson To Lecture October
interest them; this should
Innot deprive the children of
" Frank Wilkinson, formiary Subcommittee on
family, especially prethe
Security."
er Executive Director of ternal group now seekof parental
schoolers,
The
is
the National Committee
Subcare.
ing the repeal of the
Against Repressive Legisf
The discussion that folControl
versive ActivitiesAnti-Rilation (NCARL), will lectopics
ranged
from
lowed
ot
the
Act,
Board
and answer questions
such as hiring and salary
' ture
Act of 1968, sections of the
in the Lowry Center Ballpractices of colleges and
OrganizAct.
D.C. Crime
room on Sunday, Oct. 22 at
to how much
universities
ed Crime Act of 1970 and
6:30 pjn.
characterisphysiological
Omnibus Crime and Safe
NCARL, according to one
influence
tics
the. assign1968.
of
Streets Act
of its flyers, "engages in a
Criti- - .
rolesl
sex
of
ment
Wilkinson received bis
national education - action
attitudes
social
of
dsms
B.A. degree with a major
program, limited in its
toward the Individual as
in. Political Science from
civil liberties focus to the
of one sex or another
being
defense of First Amenddiscussed, and some
were
Call-"
the University of
ment rights of freedom of
suggestions as to how to
fornia at Los Angeles. He
speech and association ungive
the individual more .
Is now a Field Representa
der attack by the renamed
developed.
freedom
tive for, nuaku.
House Committee on Inter.mliwt of Um nnnai iffhlrh ijictiTSl fmaiilisBB last .
. of, :howf
question
The.
nal Security and the Judicr
'
i
,l
society views .the feminist

Feminism: fl Woman's

Rle

.
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Waters Cominglargely

MwcJdi;;

by John Sharp

,

.

;

Muddy Waters, famed
blues artist from ' Mississippi, will appear in Mc-G-

i

aw

at

8:15

p.m.

Muddy Waters

is

--

v

-

Koochie ManVHny
Bee" and scores of others
have been recorded by artist after artist and group
after group, attempting to
catch and capture the feeling relayed through the
master. Muddy Waters.
In his earliest record-

,

1

Muddy Waters will be appearing

TOSP

at Wooster on November 2.

ings made for the Library
of Congress in 1941 and
1942, he revealed himself
as a master of the fierce,

emorphosis:

Inherent in the process
described in last weeks
Voice is the search for a
new consciousness. Insight
into this search is provided
in an article, "Consciousness Raising as Praxis:
The, New Satre and Five
Theses on the ' Appro-prtation of Consciou- sness," by Danley, Egoii.

culture that is founded up

on

authenticity

and

a sense, o u rfeelves have

cency. Working through a source other than our
Is hard and tedious. It self. And-- to the extent that
is an effort to understand our self definition, i.e.
1

how and why old WASP
identity is actually a false

WASP-nes-

s,

has been

a two

part series

,
j
j

post-

then-emergi- ng

-

clubs and theaters. Muddy
says: "Young whites are

more responsive".
He adds that: "The
blacks are more interested
in the Jumpy stuff. The
.

war blues styles.
In the early days, Muddy s popularity shot him
from 50$ a night, a fish
sandwich and half a pint of
.moonshine when he was 13 :
with $10.00
to $18.00,
thrown, in for the sidemen
for a nights work in the
mid 40 s.
.Today his new audience
--

whites want to hear me for
what I am." When asked
about the white rock groups
like the Rolling Stones who
have made a lot of money
with his songs, Muddy says:
"I don't ever give it a
thought. If they had never
started taking my stuff, I
don't know that I could have
moved up financially. Sure
they made more money than
I did. So what? rra Just
glad I did my thing."

-

ijuk-graspe-

d

.

little

ly faces the reality which
was so obvious in Miami
Beach: the institutionalization of tradition, and
thereby ts loss. But unlike those nest-bouWASPs, he comes to the
question of institutionalization with a new awareness that charisma Is always in the vulnerable position of being routinized.
To understand the benefits
of rputinization, and yet to
submit only in part, is the
struggle. Compromise
must remain a tactic, and
not become a style.
The WASP follies are now
part of known history, due
in part to the recent discovery of b

Fortunately, however, the

kids oS stinger WAbFajiave
viewed the tragedy and have
seen the victims. More
Importantly, they have dis- -

tung-to-de-

ply foolishness. And so.
there are actually two different flights for stinger-le- ss
WASPs; the one to
quickly

locate another

stinger and go about business as usual; the other
to find a new life with a new
purpose. The former is
easy; the latter Is neces-

sary.

of

Dr. Glenn R. Bucher
Assistant Professor

stinger WASPs.
As is usually the case,

WASPs having done

Dept. of Religion
.College of Wooster.
. Wooster, Ohio 44691

their

work, have flown off to
bigger and better ventures.

mm

non-whi-

NAVAL RESERVE OFFICER CANDIDATE

AND ' AVIATION

RESERVE OFFICER
CANDIDATE PROGRAMS ARE FOR
FRESHMEN AND SOPHOMORES.

'

IS

AN 8 -- WEEK
SUMMER SESSION IN FLORIDA OR
RHODE ISLAND BETWEEN YOUR JUNIOR
AND SENIOR YEARS AND ANOTHER

ALL YOU INVEST

yle

AFTER YOU 1 RE COMMISSIONED
AND YOU'RE AN ENSIGN IN THE
NAVAL RESERVES.
TALK TO THE NAVAL OFFICER
OCTOBER
INFORMATION TEAM.
24 AND 25 FROM 9 A.M. TO

5 P.M.

IN

LOWRY

CENTER.

reap-propri-

.

.

.

ex---t- ent

.

I

worldview molded around
the STINGER and the STING
are no authentic image and
life-sty- le
at all, but sim-

ath

carcasses, victims

1

covered that anidentltyand

nd

coupled with historical viofalse con- lence, we have been detersecurity, a And
in that mined by ideological viosciousness.
process, working through lence. Women and blacks,
provides the beginnings for for example, now under- vio-lan- ca
3 stand what 'ideological
Anna
haa
fham
t
done
to them.
lence has
and they are proceeding
to do something about it.
many iimjM o iutc ami
3
the reality of this;,
personnew
both
a
future,
As Jerry
Se
themselves.
for
Jentz, and Mottu
and culturally.
,says
minary
arteriy Keview. - ally
about blacks:
Farber
n CONSCIOUNESS. 'As for black people, the
Summer, 1972). Adapting RAISING
hardest battle isn't with
their theses to the themes PRAXIS. ForINVOLVES
too long we Mr. Charlie.
of this article, we can re- It's with
an artificial what Mr. Charlie has done
fleet on the following clues, ' have tolerated
between reflecto your mind." And so it
for WASP consciousness distinction
and
The activtion
action.
is)with unreconstructed
raising.
ists have done too little reWASPs. Consciousness ,
and the thinkers raising has to do with what
I. CONSCIOUSNESS flection,
action. Conhas been done to WASP
RAISING MUST BE too
sciousness
raising re- minds,
and with how mat
FOUNDED UPON NEED, quires
that the two be is to be undone.
NOT DESIRE. Thanks to
together, - that the
V. CONSCIOUSNESS
the Republican Convention brought
middle-clas- s,
even
old
or
RAISING
FINALLY FACES
need
that
is
in particular,
radical rap in and THE PROBLEM OF INSTInow more real than it was liberal,
of itself is meaningless. TUTIONALIZATION.
At,
before this summer. In That is, one cannot Just sit the outset, consciousness
addition, blacks have rearound and think about new raising is an effort to
cently thrown whites out' consciousness and new
break,free from the forces
of the "civil rights moveculture; one must also do of alienation which
have
ment," telling tiiem instead something about it. What? constructed the self which
to -- go borne and get their Build it! Risk is a part we don't like. It Is the
own house in order.' Conof consciousness raising. effort to assert personhood
sciousness struggles of The Republicans and Demas defined by oneself. It
tes
have dis- ocrats can't have it both is "Freedom Nowl
other
But that
closed that white history ways, saying one thing and creates a problem, for one
is, in part, the history of doing another. Neither can also needs the support and
racism and chauvinism. we. Consciousness raising resources that groups and
The Republican WASPs at among alienated WASPs institutions provide. The
Miami Beach simply gave cannot fail to Include acinevitable dialectic, thereknowledgement of the fact fore
no evidence of understandset in motion. As
ing that. And so alienat- that a new consciousness Danley, Egolf, Jentz, and
and an old-sted WASPs are still confusstinger Mottu say: "Paradoxicaled . and without props or mentality and life-sty- le
ly the institution is both
diversions. The NEED is cannot be held together. the recovery and the loss
abundant, thank goodness: Rather, persons who strug- - of the individual praxis.
gle for a new consciousnow we can begin!
It is the recovery because
H. CONSCIOUSNESS ness must also create a only institutionally can
RAISING NECESSITATES new life pattern which is man workieffectlvelytonfthe
A WORKING, THROUGH. oriented around something
surrounding materiality
To work through is to look other than the WASP sttng- and find support in the
at one's history as accurcommon
other. It is a loss
CONSCIOUSNESS
ately as possible, to ubecause one again find 8
DEMANDS
nderstand why American RAISING
freedom reified or .
one's
KNOWLEDGE OF IDEOheroes have been so white- LOGICAL
by an alien. One
controlled
We
VIOLENCE.
washed and puritanized, to
and the goal
unessential,
'
is
of
products
are
his
WASPs
racanalyze the cultural
Is essenof
the
Institution
ism in which we partici- tory. Circumstances and tial. One is a tool
to be
defined
have
environments
pate, to learn how those of
ate
began
One
to
used.
our
and
us,
consciousness
WASPs
who
are
us
have
consciousone's
many
benefited so much from and identity are. in
ness only to lose it again
our heritage, to view our respects, an inheritance,
me very instrument uspresent status , in light of not of our own making. As in
ed
to acquire it." The
thought
a
structures
past realities, and then to ' result
WASP struggling-fo- r
alienated.
-.
gripped
haver
us
to
the
begin to construct'- a funew
image eventua- l- ''
a
that we fall to recog- ture for ourselves and our

Part two of
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whites.

Evolution In Conciousness

nize what has happened. In

de-

i

prob- '

ably the most imitated
blues artist of all times.
Tunes like 'Tm YourHoo-ch- ie

.

'

composed of

Muddy
makes numerous college
appearances each year, and
he plays mostly in white

--

.

Chapel on November 2

is
young

declamatory delta blues.
His voice is high and an- -i
guished, underlined by a
fierce, insinuating and rhy- -:
tnmlcally complex guitar
centered
accompaniment,
around his striking bottle- neck playing. Muddy s ear- -j
ly commercial records.
were responsiHe for lend- -!
ing vigor arid passion, as
well as direction to the

JVJ,,,:,.
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booster Turns
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.

Last Saturday the Woo-

edged Mount
In a typically
thrilling game. The Scots
got on the board early,
Scots

ster

Union

28-- 21

threatening to make the
game a farce. The first
time they had the ball, the
Scot offence rolled 70 yards
in only six plays ending in
36 yard TD pass by Kevin
Dickey (his first of the
season). The pass was
thrown to Al Wright, but
he popped hard as he caught
it, and the ball sprang
loose. Ned Compton was
there, however, and picked
the loose ball out of the air
advancing it the remaining
20 yards for the score.
Credit of the next touchdown to the Wooster defence, and in particular 94,
John Bohannon, who blocked the next Purple Raider
punt to give the Scots the
ball on the 6 yard line.

Jumbo Dillon carried for
the needed six on the next
play to give .Wooster a 14- -0
lead before all the fans had
taken their seats.
From there things got
tough. Mount Union came
right back, driving for a
score before the end of the

first period, clearly

indi-

cating that they did not
consider themselves out of
the game. Both teams
scored in the second period, Wooster on Dickey's
second

pass.

touchdown

the impregnable wall ithas
been, but this might be
made up by the sudden competency of the secondary.

13

.

14

Jim Ratleff saw only
limited action because he
was Just getting over a week
long virus, but Jumbo Dil
lon had over 100 yards for
the second week in a
and Dave Batchelor also
ran well. In general
team effort looked more
fence
balanced, - both on offence
and on defense and is gen
erally encouraging.

However, come the second half, the Scot second-

ary, which had looked so

diseased in the first half,
made a miracle recovery
in 20 minutes and played
a very tough second half.
Mount Union did manage
to tie it up, but then the
came through
defense
again, handing the offence
a recovered rumble on the
Raider 28. The offence
drove it in from there, with
Dave

j

IaSders-liiirpl- Q

yard toss to
Rick Koeth, to give the
Scots the 21-- halftone advantage. By Intermission
it looked like it was going
to be another contest to see
whether the offence could
score enough to make up
for the ease with which the
Raiders moved the ball
through the air.

this one a
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The Fighting Scot golf
team looks invincible.
Last Saturday they won
their - third straight fall
tournament, ' edging out
Akron University by three
strokes in the Ashland Col5.
lege Invitational,
Mike McKeon and Paul Abbey both shot 71s to tie
Glenn Lyle of Ashland for
medalist honors at the end
of 18 holes. Lyle won in a
sudden death playoff with
McKeon taking 2nd and Abbey 3rd.
The Scots got strong support from the rest of the
team. Scott Bair, Gary
John Kneen,
Welshhans,
and Steve Bamberger all
came through with scores
of 75, 76, 79, and 80 respectively.
452-45-

The Scots may have paid
dearly for this victory In
that they lost senior middle guard. Bill Harris,
possibly for the season, and
definatly for the Wittenburg
game. Without number 60,
the run defence is not quite

-

"

carrier is stopped short by Bill Handwerk.
(Photo by Rick Legge)
.

posed of their host, Ohio

earlier the

A. week

Wesleyan, and three other
schools in the Ohio Wes-

C.O.W. golf team won their

own tournament, the L. C.

leyan Invitational. Gary
Welshhans led the way for
the Scots with a 74.

The
Boles Invitational.
high, winds and cold weather didn't help any of the
golfers, but Paul Abbey
took medalist honors in a
playoff with his teammate
Steve Bamberger after bom

These linksmen, minus
Bamberger, finished 18th
in the nation at the NCAA
tournament last summer.
They're out to better that
performance next year. As
coach Bob Nye says, "We
feel pretty good about this

Wooster ran

shot 76's.

away with the team champ-

ionship beating their closest rival, Ashland College,

by 20 strokes, 469 - 489.
In their first tournament
of the Fall, the Scots dis

.

upcoming season."

Warren

J. (Jack)

in all colleges
attended prior to this year.

terms

Noon-a- n,

who began the football
season as the Scots' starting defensive tackle, has
been declared ineligible
under Ohio Athletic Conference rules according .to
"College of Wooster athletic director Bob Bruce.
a
Noonan,
senior from Rocky River,
appeared in the Scots first
two games, a
non-Confere-

Wooster

Kenyon that

l.J . .... ...J..

rtL

..!

nce

The College of Wooster
"and Wittenberg University
in a key
clash head-o- n
Red

Ohio Conference

Di-

vision contest at Springfield Saturday.
Both
teams enter the
contest with a full head of
steam following victories
in the first weekend of Ohio
divisional title
Conference
'
play.

The Scots outlasted
Mount uiuuu,of the-i seao-

their third win
son against one setback.
The Tigers, 2, clawed
3--

back from an

point

11 --

de-

Baldwin-Walla- ce

17rl4.
was - impressed-iwim- l
play'of Witten- -,
overall
the

v

4V

- i. k. wir..v

MWr

k

berg," said Wooster head
coach Pat O'Brien. "They

came back to beat an
fully tough football team.
W
was picked to win the
Conference mis year.
aw-

B--

"they (Wittenberg) are

aggress i v e,' w e 1 1 --drilled
and not used to losing," he
continued. "Now that they
see that they could become
the first true Ohio Confer-en- ce
Football champion,
they'll be hard to stop'
Wittenberg, Wooster and
Heidelberg are tied for
first place in theOAC Blue
Division in the Confer-

ence's first title playoff

game Nov. 18.
O'Brien was pleased by
the offensive punch his

0

HELP RANTED

Q

The interpretation as
verified, by OAC commissioner A. N. Smith, hinged
upon the fact mat Noonan
attended the fall and winter terms at Park College
of Aeronautical Technology
a branch of St. Louis UnHe
iversity in 1964-6- 5.
then spent 45 months in the
Marine Corps and entered
Cleveland State University
after discharge.
Noonan spent 4 terms at
State
before
Cleveland
transferring to Wooster for
Mukkies. (Photo by Legge)
academic year.
the 1970-He sat out a year before
becoming eligible to participate last season. Noonan' s violation of
Scots displayed. Fullback
(Cleveland)
Dillon
Conference regulations
Jumbo
topped the century mark came about In that he now
rushing for the second exceeds the 12 quarter limitation. This, In addition
week in a row. He carried 24 times for 119 yards to the fact that he has been
in residence for four fall
and one touchdown.

Hunts Tigers Saturday

COW

ficit to top

.C Sim

has , notified

their OAC con-

been forfeited.
This maybe somewhat academic since Kenyon defeatInvested Wooster 16-- 9.
igation I s now under way
to determine If any violation of NCAA regulations has occurred.

test has

dash with Albion
and Conference foe Ken-yo- n.

!--

,

oonan Qnoligible

245-pou-nd

S

.v-

--

OMMviti

Golfers

Batch elor sweeping

:A''',:yVv;

-

y

A Mount Union boll
.

the final five. With 5 minutes left Mount Union tried
to mount a drive as John
Carroll did the week before, but the secondary
would not stand for it, and
instead of a game saving
interception, the Raiders
went quietly out on a series
of lncompletlons.

---
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DnEWSPAPER INDEXING
Q CENTER has openings for
D

hours: 5 P.M. to 9 P.M.
DMust be able to type, spell,
D outline and write concisely.
"Strong background in current
U events and government
wm

or-jjganiz- ation

absolutely
Applicants ability
Q to identify current events
J and write short descriptions
Qof news articles will be
D tested. Send resumes to
nec-gessa- ry.

DMax Morrison, Personnel

--

n

So ill
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MONDAY, WED., THURS.

5 p.m.

1

RAVIOLI
WOOSTE2, OHIO

P1TTS3USGH AVENUE

ojn,

.:

252-71Ffccno
SatuTday

Friday

35

5 p.m. - 2 cum.

D
D

n
Q
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

DManager, Bell & Howell
D
D Company, Old Mansfield
D
U Road, Wooster. Ohio 44691.
1

HOGG

SPAGHETTI

D

indexers. Working D

part-tim- e

D
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sunday 5 P.. j2 p.m.
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By K.

After two weeks of runin tournaments the
Wooster 4 cross . country
team returned to dual meet
action in royal fashion by
defeating Muskingum last
...
Saturday 8.
..
ning

-

--

.

15-4-

;

V-

-

:

The race was won by
Andy
Wooster
Naumoff. Naumoff toured
the tough five mile course
in the excellent time of
Bill
29:01.
Freshman
Twiss finished second in
the time of 29:14.
The Wooster harriers,
making full use ofthe home
course advantage, totally
dominated the race by taking the first six places and
.

co-cap- tain

finishing all seven runners
in the top ten.
" - "The pace wasn't asfast
as it has been in the past,
mainly because there was
no one from Muskingum
"

challenging our leaders,"
said Wooster coach Jim
Bean. "I was happy with
the way our boys ran to-

ni

'If

'"

it--

w

-

1

Wooster runners or on thoir way to' a sweep of the first six places against Muskingum on
Saturday.
(Photo by Legge)

time of 29:42 and Bonasorte
who
finished eighth, at
gether. They all finished ;29:56.
within one minute of each
other; it was a beautiful,
The other five Wooster
total team effort."
The Scot harriers were runners were: Dave Brown
finishing third in the time
at home again on Wednesday when they took on a of 29:25, fourth was Jay
very strong Maloneteam at Frick in 29:32, fifth was
Bob Brown, also a
4:00 pjn.
in 29:35, Mike Malo-vas- ic
finished . sixth in
The two top runners for
and Doug Murphy
29:39,
Muskingum were Barkacs
came in ninth at 29:59.
who finished seventh in the
.

The Wooster Scotties had
a disappointing week, as
they lost to tough Ohio University
last Wednesday
0.
Weekend action ended
at Valley Farm, Michigan
on Sunday with the squad
tying two games and drop- -.
ping two more.
The Scotties played a
2--

co-capt- ain,

QttOQ

ma

I,

'

dominated much of the first

half and a good part of the
second.

Both of

their op-

ponent's tallies camejnthe
last three minutes of the
final half. The low score
was indicative of adefen- -.
slve game, as the Scot halfbacks played mainly in defensive formation. Coach
Ruth Jones noted that Captain Francle Rend all, halfback Marian Mason, and
goalie Pat Vittum played a

n

mo)

good game against Ohio
University, but could not
score, even though they

strong game.
The Scotties still could
not put together an attack
at the Valley Farm tournament over the weekend. On
Saturday, they dropped
their opener to a skilled
Southern Illinois UniverThey also
sity team 0.
lost to the University of
Kentucky 0.
Late Saturday afternoon, Ellen Rea
scored for the Scotties to
tie Indiana's Earlham ColSunday's contest
lege
with Miami University of

DO

3--

-

2--

1- -1.

Oxford ended in a score-

less tie.

The defense did a good
Job once again against the
teams, and sophomore Me-lin- da
Weaver played well

for the Scot offense. Coach

T

LlJ!J

-

ii

li

Jones sees an Improvement
in the Wooster team, and
sees their desire to win become even stronger. On
Wednesday and Friday,
they traveled to Ken yon and
Kent State respectively,
and will meet Wittenberg in

their first home game on
Saturday. The game will
be at 9:00 AM, rather than

10:00. as previously sched-

uled.

Brochl Pedals
when Forrest Blue was a senior at Auburn
University, he enrolled in our College Senior Plan.
He knew that it provided the coverage he needed then... and the flexibility to grow as he grew.
He's been adding to it ever since because Forrest
Blue likes the way we take care of him.
It you're a college senior or even if you're not
we'll take care of you, too.
Protective Life's College Senior Plan . . . protection for today, and tomorrow.
In

1 967

LIFE
PROTECTIVE
Q Qi INSURANCE
COMPANY
HUIVIE OFFICE - BIHIVIIIMBMAIVI, ALABAMA
William D. Harrison
.

V4

v.

Suite 209
1620 East BroadStreet

&
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Cycle Win

In Ashland

Race

Wooster' senior, Jim
Broehl, in his first attempt
at competitive bicycle racing last Saturday, brought
home the trophy and glory
of the First Annual Phi Psi
"500", a 20 mile race at

Ashland College. Broehl,
riding on his multi-color- ed
wheels, held second place
through
most of the 19
laps around the Ashland
campus. Histfinal lap surge
pulled him in front of the
field of forty to break the
tape in 58 minutes. Woo
had two other finishers in
the too ten. Jim Bartha in
sixtft-an- d
, RogeXcCopp in the
,4Hqta pp5v- J7.cvc till
"

-

r
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Officers' Salary Ciitii.G?(3a!Qfl;;.
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M:MM3M

VP, CC

tore

WwjTuTmajt

In a statement submitted to the StuAccording to Newman, on- those on
dent Government Association (SGA) Cably one of the four against the proposal is
inet at Monday nightV meeting, Bruce on aid. Therefore, he summed up the opArnold, SGA
and Bob Newposition's arguments as "middle class
man, Campus Council (CC) represent-ative-at-lar- ge, students who are well-o- ff should keep the
gave up their salaries afmoney so it will be available to people
ter a proposal to cut all SGA officials who need it next year." Speaking for him -salaries was defeated.
self and Arnold," who is on aid, Newman
Newman made a motion, seconded by
said, "We don't need the money personArnold, to reduce SGA elected officials'
ally, so we should give it to the student Grg Crous browsing through campaign literature in Yotcr
and turn over the
'
.salaries by one-thi- rd
body."
.
racihtation Orfico. (Photo by Larry Knrth)
money, approximately $487, to General
Newman and Arnold then "drew up A
Assemby funds (i.e. back to the student statement in which they gave their enFcmis, Info Avc:lb!3
body).
The motion was defeated 2,
remaining salaries, around $213 totire
with Steve Schmid, SGA Treasurer, abtal for the next two quarters, to the Ge- n- ;
staining. Newman said the arguments of
eral Assemby fund. -

aid.

Vice-Presid-

ent

4--

those against the reduction John Browd-e- r,
SGA President; Cleve Ricksecker,SGA
Secretary; Paul Sebron and Beth Haver--kam- p,
CC representatlves-at-larg- e

VFC

Salaries
Praaidant

Sacratafy
Traaaurar
Assist. Sacra tary .
Campoa Council Msmbsrs-at-Laix(Coobinad)

were"

450.00
225.00
225.00
225.00
225.00

'

Via --pfvBldrat

.

basically that "SGA officials do a lot of
work and deserve to get paid. Also, to
cut salaries would discriminate against

.

by G.W. Fiordalis
The Voter Facilitation
Ohio absentee ballots can
Center (VFC), concluding a now be picked up In the VFC

voter registration drive, is

a

337.50

encouraging students
to vote by absentee ballot.
The new chairman, Sarah
Bohr, said of the voter reg-

Campaign Issues Debated!

continued from page one

while defense spending in
creased and secretary of
Defense Melvln Laird called for the development of
new weapons, '
Nixon has brought increased numbers of blacks

dzed Nixon's lack of support for such programs as '

the Job Corps, the Office

of Economic Opportunity,
the school lun ch program
and the bill to provide child
care for working parents.
Buddington cited Nixon's
appointment of many women to top-legovern-

into Important governmental positions. Budding-to- n
said, without resorting
to a rigid quota system.
But Ruskln asserted that
Nixon has no major commitment to civil rights.
He pointed to the resignation of a number of black
officials from Nixon Administration posts.
The credibility of both
candidates was somewhat
shredded during the session. McGovern's advocate

vel

ment Jobs, his efforts to
aid minority business, and
his support of the vote-at-movement and the attempt to. build a volunteer
army.
The SALT arm 3 limitation talks,- the Moscow
ABM
limitation agreements and the steps toward
resuming relations with
Red China were cited by
the Nixon advocates as
moves toward world peace.
But Ruskln objected that
Nixon could not claim a
slowdown in the arm ? race
18

To

- -

Vote

Calendar

The proposal would be
effective from 1974-19-

Revising the academic
calendar was the major
topic of discussion at Monday night's General Assembly (GA) meeting, as
John Whltcomb student
member of the Educational
Policy Committee, sponsored a proposal to adopt
the
semester system.

75

Whltcomb explained
that the College was given
on.

Exama

party. They challenged his claim to consistent opposition to the Vietnam war, quoting pro-w- ar
statements made by Mc
Govern during the Johnson
Administration, and cited
his "deception in the case
own

;

of Pierre Salinger's .nego-

"- -

-

McGovern

campaign,

ordinator

i
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Fee

.
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'

4

t

4-

-

4

(Thura.) ;
(Fri SaU.Sun.)

IV,

13". lo"
.
end
f
Party
lore
Sin.

Also some students are
too young, off -- campus, or
they are not American cit-

izens.

21

- 23

It
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the students to use us. We

Bohr, "is the
"source called. Pick A
President, published by the

ience and will be operating
through election day, November 7."

pamphlets," indicted

ITALIAN MENU

I

CAMY-OU-

I

T

"Eat Han

League of Women Voters."

Wed.)

u

BABSON COLLEGE

Carry-Oof-

(Wed.)

a

REMEMBER YOUTH

-

3

Program for Master's Degree
in Business Administration

3
1

FARES

Wellesley, Massachusetts
.-

-

and

Non-Busin-

ess

2 ML, . of
Wooster .

5

v

(Manly

.

1 AM
OPEH S PM
CLOSED MONDAY

interviews'

D
.

D

a
a

9-lla- .m.

o

by Mr. Fred Baker

EUROPE
D

a

p:

Jackson's Office

-

g

264-650- 5

.i.Z

-

n
D
D

FLAK TOAVEL
CONSULTANTS 0
D
D

a
D

Mr.

0

and

346 East Bowman St.
Woestar

J

D

A

--

D

SEMESTER AT SEA

I

Sails each September

El

RANCHO GRANDE

.

1

February
Combine accredited study with
Mil;
educational stops in Africa, Australasia and the Orient. Over 5000
students from 450 campuses have
already experienced this international program. A wide range of
financial aid is available. Write
now for free catalog: '
WCA, Chapman College, Box CC40, Orange,' Cat. 92666
&

.

V'Vi .V

D.

I

I
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Mori.)

(Men. - Wed:)?--"
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USA

1
3
3

Majors

D

0

J
1

For
Business

D

D

Discover the World on Your

"

Hwyt

-

I "'.

(Tuaa.)
(FH.)

D

D

1

" Liacolw

(Thura. - 5a t.)

(Sat.

conven-

or

(Thara.)

(Fti)

are here for their

non-parti- san

Sign-u-

(Man.)

Before Spring Receaa Apr. 5
Spring Receaa
Apr. 6- - IS
Easier
April 14
Claaaea Resuim
April 16
May 24
..Claaaea End.

June 5

SUBMARINES
AND

COMPlETr

(Tuea.y
(Wed.

about our services.
We .
open from :3 p.m. on,
and I encourage students to '
come and browse."
From their $200 budget,
$75 went ; to a Voice ad,
$20 for information to all
students and the rest goes
for postage and other funds. '
'All in all, I am very
pleased with our progress," Bohr said. "I am
also sure that VFC has been
a big help to the students
who have used it. We want

are

The VFC is now informing students on the presidential candidates through
pamphlets. Also there is
information on local candidates. "One of our best

-- .

(Thura.)
(Wednesday)
-

--

"registered."

-

1 264-662-

May

students
through the"

Wooster Board of Elections. This is good since
178 students indicated on
the poll that they were not

On-camp- us

(Monday)
(Monday)

'

Mar.

i

new

Wednesday, November 1, 1972

Thanksgiving
Nov. 22
Nov. 28
Ctaaaea Begin
Last Claaa Day
Dec 18
Baton Holiday Recess
Holiday Recess
Dec 19--J an. 2
Claaaea Resune
Jan. 3
Claaaea End
Feb. 20

Claaaea Begin"
Laat Claaa Day

ty-eight

registered

a Cell

WINTER QUARTER

SPRING QUARTER

--

Out-of-sta- ters

istration results, "Registration went very well. Of
1411 students who filled out
the voter's form, 88 per
cent were registered. Seven-

i

follows:

16-17-- 19

Exama

co-

Medina

for

County.

74.

Sept. 9
Sept. to
Nov. 15
Nov.

Claaaea End

McGovern lacked
credibility not only with the
American people but with

.that

four years to experiment
with the quarter system,
Faculty
ending 1973-19will be voting
this
Monday on a proposal for
the last year that runs as

4-- 1-4

FALL QUARTER
Labor Day
Claaaea Begin

have-- confidence in
someone Involved in such
things as this?" But the
Nixon supporters, asserted

tiations with the North
Vietnamese, when he first
denied and then confirmed
that Salinger was acting under his direction.
Rod Ruskln is a senior
spoke of such matters as
majoring
in political
the ITT case, the Russian ' science
and as a -here,
grain deal and the alleged
was
a
freshman
National -espionage and sabotage opIntercollegiate
Debate
eration against the Demochampion. He has worked
crats, and asked, "How can on
the staff of Congressman
Charles
Mosher. He is the
On

-

Faculty

we

his

office in the SGA complex.
Students from Ohio need
only to pick up, fill out and
mail in the form.
can do the same, or
the VFC will do it for them.
"Communication is our
largest problem on this
campus," stated Bohr. Although a small campus,
many students don't know

now

MORE ON
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